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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO STANDARD MONOMIAL
THEORY
M. BRION AND V. LAKSHMIBAI
Abstract. We obtain a geometric construction of a “standard monomial basis”
for the homogeneous coordinate ring associated with any ample line bundle on any
flag variety. This basis is compatible with Schubert varieties, opposite Schubert
varieties, and unions of intersections of these varieties. Our approach relies on
vanishing theorems and a degeneration of the diagonal ; it also yields a standard
monomial basis for the multi–homogeneous coordinate rings of flag varieties of
classical type.
Introduction
Consider the Grassmannian X of linear subspaces of dimension r in kn, where k
is a field. We regard X as a closed subvariety of projective space P(∧rkn) via the
Plu¨cker embedding; let L be the corresponding very ample line bundle on X . Then
the ring
⊕∞
m=0H
0(X,L⊗m) admits a nice basis, defined as follows.
Let {v1, . . . , vn} be the usual basis of k
n; then the vi1 ∧ · · · ∧ vir , 1 ≤ i1 < · · · <
ir ≤ n, form a basis of ∧
rkn. We put I = (i1, . . . , ir), vI = vi1 ∧ · · · ∧ vir , and we
denote by {pI} the dual basis of the basis {vI}; the pI (regarded in H
0(X,L)) are
the Plu¨cker coordinates. Define a partial order on the set I of indices I by letting
I = (i1, . . . , ir) ≤ (j1, . . . , jr) = J if and only if i1 ≤ j1, . . . , ir ≤ jr. Then
(i) The monomials pI1pI2 · · · pIm where I1, . . . , Im ∈ I satisfy I1 ≤ I2 ≤ · · · ≤ Im,
form a basis of H0(X,L⊗m).
(ii) For any I, J ∈ I, we have pI pJ−
∑
I′,J ′, I′≤I,J≤J ′ aI′J ′ pI′ pJ ′ = 0, where aI′J ′ ∈ k.
The monomials in (i) are called the standard monomials of degree m, and the
relations in (ii) are the quadratic straightening relations; they allow to express any
non–standard monomial in the pI as a linear combination of standard monomials.
Further, this standard monomial basis of the homogeneous coordinate ring of X
is compatible with its Schubert subvarieties, in the following sense. For any I ∈ I,
let XI = {V ∈ X | dim(V ∩ span(v1, . . . , vs)) ≥ #(j, ij ≤ s), 1 ≤ s ≤ r} be the
corresponding Schubert variety; then the restriction pJ |XI is nonzero if and only if
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J ≤ I. The monomial pI1 · · · pIm will be called standard on XI if I1 ≤ · · · ≤ Im ≤ I;
equivalently, this monomial is standard and does not vanish identically on XI . Now
(iii) The standard monomials of degree m on XI restrict to a basis of H
0(XI , L
⊗m).
The standard monomials of degree m that are not standard on XI , form a basis of
the kernel of the restriction map H0(X,L⊗m)→ H0(XI , L
⊗m).
These classical results go back to Hodge, see [5]. They have important geometric
consequences, e.g., X is projectively normal in the Plu¨cker embedding; its homoge-
neous ideal is generated by the quadratic straightening relations; the homogeneous
ideal of any Schubert variety XI is generated by these relations together with the pJ
where J 6≤ I.
The purpose of Standard Monomial Theory (SMT) is to generalize Hodge’s results
to any flag variety X = G/P (where G is a semisimple algebraic group over an
algebraically closed field k, and P a parabolic subgroup) and to any effective line
bundle L on X . SMT was developed by Lakshmibai, Musili, and Seshadri in a series
of papers, culminating in [9] where it is established for all classical groups G. There
the approach goes by ascending induction on the Schubert varieties, using their partial
resolutions as projective line bundles over smaller Schubert varieties.
Further results concerning certain exceptional or Kac–Moody groups led to conjec-
tural formulations of a general SMT, see [10]. These conjectures were then proved by
Littelmann, who introduced new combinatorial and algebraic tools: the path model of
representations of any Kac–Moody group, and Lusztig’s Frobenius map for quantum
groups at roots of unity (see [11, 12]).
In the present paper, we obtain a geometric construction of a SMT basis for
H0(X,L), where X = G/P is any flag variety and L is any ample line bundle on
X . This basis is compatible with Schubert varieties (that is, with orbit closures in
X of a Borel subgroup B of G) and also with opposite Schubert varieties (the or-
bit closures of an opposite Borel subgroup B−); in fact, it is compatible with any
intersection of a Schubert variety with an opposite Schubert variety. We call such
intersections Richardson varieties, since they were first considered by Richardson in
[17]. Our approach adapts to the case where L is an effective line bundle on a flag
variety of classical type in the sense of [9]. This sharpens the results of [9] concerning
the classical groups.
Our work may be regarded as one step towards a purely geometric proof of Lit-
telmann’s results concerning SMT. He constructed a basis of T–eigenvectors for
H0(X,L) (where T is the maximal torus common to B and B−) indexed by certain
piecewise linear paths in the positive Weyl chamber, called LS paths. This basis turns
out to be compatible with Richardson varieties; notice that these are T–invariant.
In fact, the endpoints of the path indexing a basis vector parametrize the smallest
Richardson variety where this vector does not vanish identically (see [8]). If L is
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associated with a weight of classical type, then the LS paths are just line segments:
they are uniquely determined by their endpoints. This explains a posteriori why our
geometric approach completes the program of SMT in that case.
In fact, our approach of SMT for an ample line bundle L on a flag variety X
uses little of the rich geometry and combinatorics attached to X . Specifically, we
only rely on vanishing theorems for unions of Richardson varieties (these being direct
consequences of the existence of a Frobenius splitting of X , compatible with Schubert
varieties and opposite Schubert varieties), together with the following property.
(iv) The diagonal in X ×X admits a flat T–invariant degeneration to the union of
all products Xw × X
w, where the Xw are the Schubert varieties and the X
w are the
corresponding opposite Schubert varieties.
The latter result follows from [2] (we provide a direct proof in Section 3). It plays
an essential roˆle in establishing generalizations of (i) and (iii); conversely, it turns out
that the existence of a SMT basis implies (iv), see the Remark after Proposition 7.
It is worth noticing that (iv) is a stronger form of the fact that the classes of
Schubert varieties form a free basis of the homology group (or Chow group) of X ,
the dual basis for the intersection pairing consisting of the classes of opposite Schubert
varieties. This fact (in a different formulation) has been used by Knutson to establish
an asymptotic version of the Littelmann character formula, see [7].
This paper is organized as follows. In the preliminary Section 1, we introduce
notation and study the geometry of Richardson varieties. Vanishing theorems for
cohomology groups of line bundles on Richardson varieties are established in Section
2, by slight generalizations of the methods of Frobenius splitting. In Section 3, we
construct filtrations of the T–module H0(X,L) that are compatible with restrictions
to Richardson varieties. Our SMT basis of H0(X,L) is defined in Section 4; it is
shown to be compatible with all unions of Richardson varieties. In Section 5, we
generalize statements (i) and (iii) above to any ample line bundle L on a flag variety
G/P ; then (ii) follows from (i) together with compatibility properties of our basis.
The case where the homogeneous line bundle L is associated with a weight of classical
type (e.g., a fundamental weight of a classical group) is considered in detail in Section
6. There we give a geometric characterization of the admissible pairs of [9] (these
parametrize the weights of the T–module H0(X,L)). The final Section 7 develops
SMT for those effective line bundles that correspond to sums of weights of classical
type.
1. Richardson varieties
The ground field k is algebraically closed, of arbitrary characteristic. Let G be a
simply–connected semisimple algebraic group. Choose opposite Borel subgroups B
and B− of G, with common torus T ; let X (T ) be the group of characters of T , also
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called weights. In the root system R of (G, T ), we have the subset R+ of positive roots
(that is, of roots of (B, T )), and the subset S of simple roots. For each α ∈ R, let αˇ
be the corresponding coroot and let Uα be the corresponding additive one–parameter
subgroup of G, normalized by T .
We also have the Weyl group W of (G, T ); for each α ∈ R, we denote by sα ∈ W
the corresponding reflection. Then the groupW is generated by the simple reflections
sα, α ∈ S; this defines the length function ℓ and the Bruhat order ≤ on W . Let wo
be the longest element of W , then B− = woBwo.
Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G containing B and let WP be the Weyl group of
(P, T ), a parabolic subgroup of W ; let wo,P be the longest element ofWP . Each right
WP–coset in W contains a unique element of minimal length; this defines the subset
W P of minimal representatives of the quotient W/WP . This subset is invariant under
the map w 7−→ wowwo,P ; the induced bijection of W
P reverses the Bruhat order.
Each character λ of P defines a G–linearized line bundle on the homogeneous
space G/P ; we denote that line bundle by Lλ. The assignement λ 7−→ Lλ yields an
isomorphism from the character group X (P ) to the Picard group of G/P . Further,
the line bundle Lλ is generated by its global sections if and only if λ (regarded as a
character of T ) is dominant; in that case, H0(G/P, Lλ) is a G–module with lowest
weight −λ.
Let Wλ be the isotropy group of λ in W , and let Pλ be the parabolic subgroup of G
generated by B and Wλ; then Wλ ⊇WP , W
λ ⊆W P , and Pλ ⊇ P . We shall identify
W λ with the W–orbit of the weight λ, and denote by w(λ) the image of w ∈ W in
W/Wλ ≃ W
λ.
The extremal weight vectors pw(λ) ∈ H
0(G/P, Lλ) are the T–eigenvectors of weight
−w(λ) for some w ∈ W λ. These vectors are uniquely defined up to scalars.
We say that λ is P–regular if Pλ = P . The ample line bundles on G/P are the
Lλ where λ is dominant and P–regular; under these assumptions, Lλ is in fact very
ample. We may then identify each w ∈ W P to w(λ), and we put pw = pw(λ).
The T–fixed points in G/P are the ew = wP/P (w ∈ W/WP ); we index them by
W P . The B–orbit Cw = Bew is a Bruhat cell, an affine space of dimension ℓ(w); it
closure in G/P is the Schubert variety Xw. The complement Xw−Cw is the boundary
∂Xw. We have
∂Xw =
⋃
v∈WP , v<w
Xv,
and the irreducible components of ∂Xw are the Schubert divisors Xv where v ∈ W
P ,
v < w and ℓ(v) = ℓ(w)− 1. Then there exists β ∈ R+ such that v = wsβ.
Let λ be a character of P and let fw be the restriction to Xw of the natural map
G/P −→ G/Pλ; then fw(Xw) = Xw(λ). The set
∂λXw := f
−1
w (∂Xw(λ))
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is called the λ–boundary of Xw; it is the union of the Schubert divisors Xwsβ where
〈λ, βˇ〉 > 0. If λ is dominant, then we have by Chevalley’s formula:
div(pw(λ)|Xw) =
∑
〈λ, βˇ〉Xwsβ
(sum over all β ∈ R+ such that Xsβw is a divisor in Xw). In particular, the zero set
of pw(λ) in Xw is ∂λXw. If in addition λ is P–regular, then ∂λXw = ∂Xw.
We shall also need the opposite Bruhat cell Cw = B−ew of codimension ℓ(w) in
G/P , the opposite Schubert variety Xw (the closure of Cw) and its boundary ∂Xw.
Then Xw = woXwowwo,P and
∂Xw =
⋃
v∈WP ,v>w
Xv.
Recall that all Schubert varieties are normal and Cohen–Macaulay (thus, the same
holds for all opposite Schubert varieties). Further, all scheme–theoretic intersections
of unions of Schubert varieties and opposite Schubert varieties are reduced (see [14,
15, 16]).
Definition 1. Let v, w in W P . We call the intersection
Xvw := Xw ∩X
v
a Richardson variety in G/P . We define its boundaries by
(∂Xw)
v := ∂Xw ∩X
v and (∂Xv)w := Xw ∩ ∂X
v.
Notice thatXvw and its boundaries are closed reduced, T–stable subschemes ofG/P .
The Xvw were considered by Richardson, who showed e.g. that they are irreducible
(see [17]; the intersections Cw ∩C
v were analyzed by Deodhar, see [4]). We shall give
another proof of this result, and obtain a little more.
Lemma 1. 1. Xvw is non–empty if and only if v ≤ w; then X
v
w is irreducible of
dimension ℓ(w) − ℓ(v), and (∂Xw)
v, (∂Xv)w have pure codimension 1 in X
v
w.
Further, Xvw is normal and Cohen–Macaulay.
2. The T–fixed points in Xvw are the ex where x ∈ W
P and v ≤ x ≤ w.
3. For x, y in W P , we have Xxy ⊆ X
v
w ⇐⇒ v ≤ x ≤ y ≤ w.
Proof. (2) is evident; it implies (3) and the first assertion of (1). To prove the
remaining assertions, we use a variant of the argument of [1] Lemma 2. Consider the
fiber product G×B Xw with projection map
p : G×B Xw −→ G/B,
a G–equivariant locally trivial fibration with fiber Xw. We also have the “multipli-
cation” map
m : G×B Xw −→ G/P, (g, x) 7−→ gx.
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This is a G–equivariant map to G/P ; thus, it is also a locally trivial fibration. Its
fiber m−1(e1) is isomorphic to Pw−1B/B (a Schubert variety in G/B).
Next let i : Xv −→ G/P be the inclusion and consider the cartesian product
Z = Xv ×G/P (G×
B Xw)
with projections ι to G×B Xw, µ to X
v and π to G/B, as displayed in the following
commutative diagram:
G/B
pi
←−−− Z
µ
−−−→ Xv
id
y ιy iy
G/B
p
←−−− G×B Xw
m
−−−→ G/P
By definition, the square on the right is cartesian, so that µ is also a locally trivial
fibration with fiber Pw−1B/B and base Xv. Since Schubert varieties are irreducible,
normal and Cohen–Macaulay, it follows that the same holds for Z. Further, we have
dim(Z) = dim(G×B Xw) + dim(X
v)− dim(G/P ) = dim(G/B) + ℓ(w)− ℓ(v).
Notice that the fiber of π : Z −→ G/B at each gB/B identifies to the intersection
Xv ∩ gXw; in particular, π
−1(B/B) = Xvw. Notice also that ι : Z −→ G ×
B Xw
is a closed immersion with B−–stable image (since this holds for i : Xv −→ G/P ).
Thus, B− acts on Z so that π is equivariant. Since B−B/B is an open neighborhood
of B/B in G/B, isomorphic to U−, its pullback under π is an open subset of Z,
isomorphic to U− ×Xvw. Therefore, X
v
w is irreducible, normal and Cohen–Macaulay
of dimension ℓ(w)− ℓ(v).
We also record the following easy result, to be used in Section 7.
Lemma 2. Let v ≤ w in W P , let λ be a dominant character of P and let x(λ) ∈ W λ.
Then the restriction of px(λ) to X
v
w is non–zero if and only if x(λ) admits a lift x ∈ W
P
such that v ≤ x ≤ w. Further, the ring
∞⊕
n=0
H0(Xvw, Lnλ)
is integral over its subring generated by the px(λ)|Xvw where x ∈ W
P and v ≤ x ≤ w.
Proof. Consider the natural map G/P → G/Pλ and its restriction f : X
v
w −→ f(X
v
w).
The open subset (px(λ) 6= 0) of G/Pλ is affine, T–stable and contains ex(λ) as its unique
closed T–orbit. Thus, px(λ)|Xvw 6= 0 if and only if ex(λ) ∈ f(X
v
w). By Borel’s fixed
point theorem, this amounts to the existence of a T–fixed point ex ∈ X
v
w such that
f(ex) = ex(λ). Now Lemma 1 (2) completes the proof of the first assertion.
By the preceding arguments, the sections px(λ)|Xvw , x ∈ W
P , v ≤ x ≤ w do not
vanish simultaneously at a T–fixed point of Xvw. Since these sections are eigenvectors
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of T , it follows that they have no common zeroes. This implies the second assertion.
Remark. The image of a Richardson variety Xvw under a morphism G/P −→ G/Pλ
need not be another Richardson variety. Consider for example G = SL(3) with
simple reflections s1, s2. Let P = B, w = s2s1, v = s2 and λ = ω1 (the fundamental
weight fixed by s2). Then X
v
w is one–dimensional and mapped isomorphically to its
image f(Xvw) in G/Pλ. Since the T–fixed points in f(X
v
w) are eω1 and es2s1(ω1), it
follows that f(Xvw) is not a Richardson variety.
2. Cohomology vanishing for Richardson varieties
In this section, we assume that the characteristic of k is p > 0. Let X be a scheme
of finite type over k. Let F : X −→ X be the absolute Frobenius morphism, that is,
F is the identity map on the topological space of X , and F# : OX −→ F∗OX is the
p–th power map. Then X is called Frobenius split if the map F# is split. We shall
need a slight generalization of this notion, involving the composition F r = F ◦ · · ·◦F
(r times), where r is any positive integer.
Definition 2. We say that X is split if there exists a positive integer r such that the
map
(F r)# : OX −→ F
r
∗OX
splits, that is, there exists an OX–linear map
ϕ : F r∗OX −→ OX
such that ϕ ◦ (F r)# is the identity; then ϕ is called a splitting.
We shall also need a slight generalization of the notion of Frobenius splitting rela-
tive to an effective Cartier divisor (see [16]).
Definition 3. Let X be a normal variety and D an effective Weil divisor on X, with
canonical section s. We say that X is D–split if there exist a positive integer r and
an OX–linear map
ψ : F r∗OX(D) −→ OX
such that the map
ϕ : F r∗OX −→ OX , f 7−→ ψ(fs)
is a splitting. Then ψ is called a D–splitting.
We say that a closed subscheme Y of X, with ideal sheaf IY , is compatibly D–
split if (a) no irreducible component of Y is contained in the support of D, and (b)
ϕ(F r∗IY ) = IY .
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Remarks. (i) Let U be an open subset of X such that X − U has codimension at
least 2 in X . Then X is D–split if and only if U is D ∩ U–split (to see this, let
i : U −→ X be the inclusion, then i∗OU = OX and i∗OU(D ∩ U) = OX(D) by
normality of X .)
Let Y be a closed subscheme of X such that Y ∩ U is dense in Y . Then Y is
compatibly D–split if and only if Y ∩ U is compatibly D ∩ U–split (this is checked
by the arguments of [16] 1.4–1.7).
(ii) If X is split compatibly with an effective Weil divisor D, then X is (pr −
1)D–split (to see this, one may assume that X is nonsingular, by (i). Let ϕ be a
compatible splitting, then ϕ(F r∗OX(−D)) = OX(−D). Define ψ : F
r
∗OX(D) −→ OX
by ψ(fσp
r−1) = σϕ(fσ−1) for any local sections f of OX and σ of OX(D). Then one
checks that ψ is well–defined, OX–linear and satisfies ψ(fs
pr−1) = ϕ(f).
(iii) Let D and E be effective Weil divisors in X , such that D − E is effective. If
X is D–split, then it is E–split as well; if in addition a closed subscheme Y of X is
compatibly D–split, then it is compatibly E–split (this follows from (i) together with
[16] Remark 1.3 (ii).)
Lemma 3. Let D, E be effective Weil divisors on a normal variety X, such that the
support of D contains the support of E. If X is D–split, then X is E–split as well.
If moreover a closed subscheme Y of X is compatibly D–split, then X is compatibly
E–split.
Proof. Let U be the set of those points of X at which D is a Cartier divisor. Then
U is an open subset with complement of codimension at least 2 (since U contains
the nonsingular locus of X). Moreover, Y ∩ U is dense in Y (since U contains the
complement of the support of D). Thus, by Remark (i), we may replace X with U ,
and hence assume that D is a Cartier divisor.
Now let ψ : F r∗OX(D) −→ OX be a D–splitting. We regard ψ as an additive map
OX(D) −→ OX such that: ψ(s) = 1, and ψ(f
prσ) = fψ(σ) for any local sections f
of OX and σ of OX(D). For any positive integer n, we set
n = pr(n−1) + pr(n−2) + · · ·+ 1
(then 1 = 1), and we define inductively a map
ψn : F rn#OX(nD) −→ OX
by: ψ1 = ψ, and
ψn(fσn) = ψ(ψn−1(fσn−1)σ)
for any local sections f of OX and σ of OX(D). Then one may check that ψ
n is well
defined and is a nD–splitting of X . If moreover a closed subscheme Y is compatibly
D–split, then ψ(F r∗ (IY s)) = IY . By induction, it follows that ψ
n(F rn∗ (IY s
n)) = IY ,
so that Y is compatibly nD–split.
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Since the support of D contains the support of E, there exists a positive integer n
such that nD − E is effective. Then X is nD–split, so that it is E-split by Remark
(ii).
Lemma 4. Let X be a normal projective variety endowed with an effective Weil
divisor D and with a globally generated line bundle L; let Y be a closed subscheme
of X. Assume that (a) X is D–split compatibly with Y , and (b) the support of D
contains the support of an effective ample divisor. Then H i(X,L) = 0 = H i(Y, L)
for all i ≥ 1, and the restriction map H0(X,L) −→ H0(Y, L) is surjective.
Proof. Choose an effective ample Cartier divisor E, with support contained in the
support ofD. ThenX is E–split compatibly with Y , by Lemma 3. Now the assertions
follow from [16] 1.12, 1.13.
We now apply this to Richardson varieties. By [16] 3.5, the variety G/P is split
compatibly with all Schubert varieties and with all opposite Schubert varieties; as
a consequence, G/P is split compatibly with all unions of Richardson varieties. By
[16] 1.10, it follows that all scheme–theoretical intersections of unions of Richardson
varieties are reduced; and using [16] 1.13, this also implies
Lemma 5. Let λ be a regular dominant character of P and let Z be a union of
Richardson varieties in G/P . Then the restriction map H0(G/P, Lλ) −→ H
0(Z, Lλ)
is surjective, and H i(Z, Lλ) = 0 for all i ≥ 1. As a consequence, H
i(X,Lλ⊗IZ) = 0
for all i ≥ 1.
Remark. If we only assume that λ is dominant, then Lemma 5 extends to all unions
of Schubert varieties (by [16]), but not to all unions of Richardson varieties. As a
trivial example, take G/P = P1, the projective line with T–fixed points 0 and ∞,
and λ = 0. Then Z := {0,∞} is a union of Richardson varieties, and the restriction
map H0(P1,OP1) −→ H0(Z,OZ) is not surjective. As a less trivial example, take
G/P = P1 × P1, Z = (P1 × {0,∞}) ∪ ({0,∞} × P1), and λ = 0. Then Z is again a
union of Richardson varieties, and one checks that H1(Z,OZ) 6= 0.
However, Lemma 5 does extend to all dominant characters and to unions of
Richardson varieties with a common index.
Proposition 1. Let λ be a dominant character of P and let Z be a union of Richard-
son varietiesXvw in G/P , all having the same w. Then the restriction H
0(G/P, Lλ)→
H0(Z, Lλ) is surjective, and H
i(Z, Lλ) = 0 for all i ≥ 1.
As a consequence, we have H i(Xvw, Lλ(−Z)) = 0 for all i ≥ 1, where v ≤ w in
W P , and Z is a union of irreducible components of (∂Xv)w.
Proof. The Schubert variety Xw is split compatibly with the effective Weil divisor
∂Xw and with Z. By assumption, ∂Xw contains no irreducible component of Z.
Using Remarks (i) and (ii), it follows that Xw is (p−1)∂Xw–split compatibly with Z.
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Further, ∂Xw is the support of an ample effective divisor, as follows from Chevalley’s
formula. Thus, Lemma 4 applies and yields surjectivity ofH0(Xw, Lλ) −→ H
0(Z, Lλ)
together with vanishing of H i(Z, Lλ) for i ≥ 1. Now surjectivity of H
0(G/P, Lλ) −→
H0(Xw, Lλ) completes the proof of the first assertion.
In particular, we have H i(Xvw, Lλ) = H
i(Z, Lλ) = 0 for all i ≥ 1, and the restriction
map H0(Xvw, Lλ) −→ H
0(Z, Lλ) is surjective; this implies the second assertion.
We shall also need the following, more technical vanishing result.
Proposition 2. Let λ be a dominant character of P and let v, w in W P such that
v ≤ w. Then
H i(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v − Z)) = 0
for any i ≥ 1 and for any (possibly empty) union Z of irreducible components of
(∂Xv)w.
Proof. We shall rely on the following result (see [13] Theorem 1). Let π : X −→ Y be
a proper morphism of schemes. Let D (resp. E) be a closed subscheme of X (resp. Y )
and let i be a positive integer such that:
(i) π−1(E) is contained in D (as sets).
(ii) Riπ∗(ID) = 0 outside E.
(iii) X is split compatibly with D.
Then Riπ∗(ID) = 0 everywhere.
To apply this result, consider the restriction
f : Xvw −→ f(X
v
w)
of the natural map G/P −→ G/Pλ. Then Lλ = f
∗Mλ for a very ample line bundle
Mλ on f(X
v
w). Let Y be the corresponding affine cone over f(X
v
w), with vertex 0 and
projection map
q : Y − {0} −→ f(Xvw).
And let X be the total space of the line bundle L−λ (dual to Lλ), with projection
map
p : X −→ Xvw
and zero section X0. Then the algebra
H0(X,OX) =
∞⊕
n=0
H0(Xvw, Lnλ)
contains H0(Y,OY ) as the subalgebra generated by H
0(f(Xvw),Mλ). The algebra
H0(X,OX) is finitely generated, and the corresponding morphism
X −→ Spec H0(X,OX)
is proper, since the line bundle Lλ is globally generated. Moreover, since Lλ is the
pullback under f of the very ample line bundle Mλ, the algebra H
0(X,OX) is a finite
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module over its subalgebra H0(Y,OY ). This defines a proper morphism π : X −→ Y ,
and we have π−1(0) = X0 (as sets). Moreover, the diagram
X −X0
pi
−−−→ Y − {0}
p
y qy
Xvw
f
−−−→ f(Xvw)
is cartesian, and the vertical maps are principal Gm–bundles.
Now let D = X0 ∪ p
−1((∂λXw)
v ∪ Z); this is a closed subscheme of X with ideal
sheaf
ID = p
∗Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v − Z).
Let E be the affine cone over f((∂λXw)
v); this is a closed subscheme of Y . We check
that the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold.
For (i), notice that
π−1(E) = X0 ∪ p
−1f−1f((∂λXw)
v) = X0 ∪ p
−1((∂λXw)
v)
(as sets), by the definition of (∂λXw)
v. In other words, π−1(E) ⊆ D as sets.
For (ii), observe that ID = p
∗Lλ(−Z) outside π
−1(E). Thus, (ii) is equivalent
to: Riπ∗(p
∗Lλ(−Z)) = 0 outside E. We show that R
iπ∗(p
∗Lλ(−Z)) = 0 outside
0. Using the cartesian square above, it suffices to check that Rif∗(Lλ(−Z)) = 0;
by the Leray spectral sequence and the Serre vanishing theorem, this amounts to
H i(Xvw, Lnλ(−Z)) = 0 for large n. But this holds by Proposition 1.
For (iii), recall thatXvw is split compatibly with (∂λXw)
v∪Z. Let ϕ be a compatible
splitting; then ϕ lifts uniquely to a splitting of X compatibly with X0 and with
p−1((∂λXw)
v ∪ Z). It follows that X is split compatibly with D.
We thus obtain: Riπ∗(ID) = 0 for all i ≥ 1. Since Y is affine, this amounts to:
H i(X, ID) = 0 for all i ≥ 1. On the other hand, since the morphism p : X −→ X
v
w
is affine, we obtain that H i(X, ID) is isomorphic to
H i(Xvw, p∗p
∗(Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)− Z)) = H i(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v − Z)⊗ p∗OX).
Further, p∗OX contains OXvw as a direct factor. This yields
H i(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v − Z)) = 0
for all i ≥ 1.
Corollary 1. With the above notations, the restriction map
H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)) −→ H0(Xxw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
x))
is surjective for any x ∈ W P such that v ≤ x ≤ w.
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Proof. We may reduce to the case that ℓ(x) = ℓ(v) + 1, that is, Xxw is an irreducible
component of (∂Xv)w. Then H
1(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v − Xxw)) = 0 by Proposition 2.
Now the assertion follows from the exact sequence
0 −→ Lλ|Xvw(−(∂λXw)
v −Xxw) −→ Lλ|Xvw(−(∂λXw)
v) −→ Lλ|Xxw(−(∂λXw)
x) −→ 0.
Notice finally that Lemma 5, Propositions 1 and 2, and Corollary 1 also hold in
characteristic zero, as follows from the argument in [16] 3.7.
3. Filtrations
In this section, we shall obtain natural filtrations of the T–modules H0(Xvw, Lλ)
and H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)) (where Xvw is a Richardson variety in G/P , and λ is a
dominant character of P ), and we shall describe their associated graded modules. For
this, we shall construct a degeneration of Xvw embedded diagonally in G/P × G/P ,
to a union of products of Richardson varieties.
Such a degeneration was obtained in [2] Theorem 16 for Xvw = G/B, by using
the wonderful compactification of the adjoint group of G; it was extended to certain
subvarieties in G/P , including Schubert varieties, in [1] Theorem 2. Here we follow
a direct, self–contained approach, at the cost of repeating some of the arguments in
[2] and [1]. We begin by establishing a Ku¨nneth decomposition of the class of the
diagonal of G/P , in the Grothendieck group of G/P ×G/P ; such a decomposition is
deduced in [2] from a degeneration of the diagonal.
Let K(G/P ×G/P ) be the Grothendieck group of the category of coherent sheaves
on G/P ×G/P . The class of a coherent sheaf F in this group will be denoted by [F ].
Lemma 6. We have in K(G/P ×G/P ):
[Odiag(G/P )] = [O
⋃
x∈WP
Xx×Xx ]
=
∑
x∈WP
[OXx(−∂Xx)⊗OXx ] =
∑
x∈WP
[OXx ⊗OXx(−∂X
x)].
Proof. Let Z =
⋃
x∈WP Xx ×X
x. We first claim that
[OZ ] =
∑
x∈WP
[OXx(−∂Xx)⊗OXx ].
Let W P = {x1, . . . , xN} be an indexing such that i ≤ j whenever xi ≤ xj . Then one
obtains easily:
(Xxi ×X
xi) ∩ (
⋃
j<i
Xxj ×X
xj) = ∂Xxi ×X
xi.
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Now let OZ,≥i be the subsheaf of OZ consisting of those sections that vanish on
Xxj ×X
xj for each j < i. Then the OZ,≥i are a decreasing filtration of OZ , and
OZ,≥i/OZ,≥i+1 ≃ OZ,≥i|Xxi×Xxi ≃ OXi(−∂Xi)⊗OXi .
Further, [OZ ] =
∑N
i=1[OZ,≥i/OZ,≥i+1] in K(G/P ×G/P ). This implies our claim.
One checks similarly that
[OZ ] =
∑
x∈WP
[OXx ⊗OXx(−∂X
x)],
using the increasing filtration of OZ by the subsheaves OZ,≤i consisting of those
sections that vanish on Xxj ×X
xj for each j > i.
To complete the proof, it suffices to check that
[Odiag(G/P )] =
∑
x∈WP
[OXx ⊗OXx(−∂X
x)]. (∗)
For this, we recall some well–known facts on Grothendieck groups of flag varieties.
Since the Bruhat cells Cx, x ∈ W
P , form a cellular decomposition of G/P , the
abelian group K(G/P ) is generated by the [OXx ], x ∈ W
P . Likewise, it is generated
by the [OXy ], y ∈ W
P . Further, K(G/P ) is a ring for the product
[F ] · [G] =
∑
i≥0
(−1)i[Tor
G/P
i (F ,G)],
and the Euler characteristic of coherent sheaves yields an additive map
χ : K(G/P ) −→ Z
[F ] 7−→ χ(F).
Since Xx and X
y are Cohen–Macaulay and intersect properly in G/P , we have
Tor
G/P
i (OXx ,OXy) = 0 for all i ≥ 1 (see [1] Lemma 1 for details). And since the
intersection Xx ∩X
y = Xyx is reduced, we obtain
Tor
G/P
0 (OXx ,OXy) = OXx ⊗OG/P OXy =
{
OXyx if y ≤ x,
0 otherwise.
Together with Proposition 1, it follows that
χ([OXx ] · [OXy ]) =
{
1 if y ≤ x,
0 otherwise.
On the other hand, we have in K(G/P ):
[OXy ] =
∑
z∈WP , z≥y
[OXz(−∂X
z)]
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(more generally, for any union Z of opposite Schubert varieties, we have [OZ ] =∑
z∈WP , Xz⊆Z [OXz(−∂X
z)] by an easy induction, using the fact that intersections of
unions of opposite Schubert varieties are reduced.) It follows that
χ([OXx ] · [OXy (−∂X
y)]) = δx,y.
Thus, the [OXx ], x ∈ W
P form a basis for K(G/P ); further, the bilinear form
K(G/P ) × K(G/P ) −→ Z, (u, v) 7−→ χ(u · v) is non–degenerate, and the dual
basis of the [OXx ] with respect to this pairing consists of the [OXx(−∂X
x)].
It follows that a given class u ∈ K(G/P × G/P ) is zero if and only if χ(u ·
[OXy(−∂X
y)⊗OXz ]) = 0 for all y, z ∈ W
P . Further,
χ([Odiag(G/P )] · [OXy(−∂X
y)⊗OXz ]) = χ([OXy(−∂X
y)] · [OXz ]) = δy,z,
whereas
χ(
∑
x∈WP
[OXx ⊗OXx(−∂X
x)] · [OXy(−∂X
y)⊗OXz ]) =
=
∑
x∈WP
χ([OXx ] · [OXy(−∂X
y)]) χ([OXx(−∂X
x)] · [OXz ]) =
∑
x∈WP
δx,yδx,z = δy,z.
This completes the proof of (∗), and hence of the lemma.
We now construct a degeneration of the diagonal of any Richardson variety. Let
θ : Gm −→ T be a regular dominant one–parameter subgroup. Let X be the closure
in G/P ×G/P × A1 of the subset
{(x, θ(s)x, s) | x ∈ G/P, s ∈ k∗}.
The variety X is invariant under the action of Gm × T defined by
(s, t)(x, y, z) = (tx, θ(s)ty, sz).
Consider the projections
p1, p2 : X −→ G/P, π : X −→ A
1.
Clearly, π is proper and flat, and its fibers identify with closed subschemes of G/P ×
G/P via p1×p2; this identifies the fiber at 1 with diag(G/P ) ≃ G/P . By equivariance,
every “general” fiber π−1(z), where z 6= 0, is also isomorphic to G/P .
We shall denote the “special” (scheme–theoretical) fiber π−1(0) by F , with projec-
tions
q1, q2 : F −→ G/P.
Next let v, w in W P such that v ≤ w. Let X vw be the closure in G/P ×G/P × A
1
of the subset
{(x, θ(s)x, s) | x ∈ Xvw, s ∈ k
∗}.
This is a subvariety of X ∩ (Xvw ×X
v
w × A
1), invariant under the action of Gm × T .
We shall denote the restrictions of p1, p2, π to X
v
w by the same letters; then π is
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again proper and flat, and its “general” fibers are isomorphic to Xvw. Let F
v
w be the
“special” fiber, with projections q1, q2 to X
v
w.
Lemma 7. 1. The schemes F and F vw are reduced. Further,
F =
⋃
x∈WP
Xx ×X
x and F vw =
⋃
x∈WP , v≤x≤w
Xvx ×X
x
w.
2. Choose a total ordering ≤t of W
P such that x ≤t y whenever x ≤ y. For
x ∈ W P , let OF,≤tx (resp. OF,≥tx) be the subsheaf of OF consisting of those
sections that vanish identically on Xy×X
y for each y >t x (resp. y <t x). Then
the OF,≤tx (resp. OF,≥tx) are an ascending (resp. descending) filtration of OF ,
with associated graded⊕
x∈WP
OXx ⊗OXx(−∂X
x), resp.
⊕
x∈WP
OXx(−∂Xx)⊗OXx .
The induced filtrations on the structure sheaf OF vw have associated graded⊕
x∈WP , v≤x≤w
OXvx ⊗OXxw(−(∂X
x)w), resp.
⊕
x∈WP , v≤x≤w
OXvx (−(∂Xx)
v)⊗OXxw .
The induced map
OF vw,≤t −→ gr≤tOF vw
is just the restriction to Xvx ×X
x
w; the same holds for the induced map
OF vw,≥t −→ gr≥tOF vw .
Proof. (1) Let x ∈ W P . We claim that
Cx × C
x ⊆ F.
To check this, consider the subset xC1 of G/P . This is an open T–stable neighbor-
hood of ex in G/P , isomorphic to affine space where T acts linearly with weights the
α ∈ x(R− − RP ). Choose corresponding coordinate functions zα on xC
1, then Cx
(resp. Cx) is the closed subset of xC1 where zα = 0 whenever α ∈ R
− (resp. α ∈ R+).
Let z = (zα) ∈ xC
1, then
θ(s)z = (s〈α,θ〉zα).
Denote by z+ (resp. z−) the point of Cx (resp. C
x) with coordinates zα, α ∈ R
+
(resp. α ∈ R−). Let z′(s) be the point of xC1 with α–coordinate zα if α ∈ R
+, and
θ(s−1)zα otherwise. Since θ is regular dominant, we obtain
lim
s→0
(z′(s), θ(s)z′(s), s) = (z+, z−, 0).
And since z+ (resp. z−) is an arbitrary point of Cx (resp. C
x), this proves our claim.
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The claim implies that F contains
⋃
x∈WP Xx×X
x as a reduced closed subscheme.
Let I be the ideal sheaf of this closed subscheme in OF ; we regard I as a coherent
sheaf on G/P ×G/P . Then we have in K(G/P ×G/P ):
[I] = [OF ]− [O⋃
x∈WP
Xx×Xx ] = [Odiag(G/P ]− [O
⋃
x∈WP
Xx×Xx ] = 0,
where the first equality follows from the definition of I, the second one from the
fact that π : X → A1 is flat with fibers F and diag(G/P ), and the third one from
Lemma 6. As a consequence, I is trivial (e.g., since its Hilbert polynomial is zero);
this completes the proof for F .
In the case of F vw, notice that
F vw ⊆ F ∩ (X
v ×Xw) = (
⋃
x∈WP
Xx ×X
x) ∩ (Xv ×Xw) =
⋃
x∈WP ,v≤x≤w
Xvx ×X
x
w
as schemes, since all involved scheme–theoretic intersections are reduced. Further,
we have in the Chow ring of G/P ×G/P :
[F vw] = [diag(X
v
w)] = [diag(G/P ) ∩ (X
v ×Xw)] = [diag(G/P )] · [X
v ×Xw]
= [F ] · [Xv ×Xw] = [F ∩ (X
v ×Xw)] =
∑
x∈WP , v≤x≤w
[Xvx ×X
x
w],
since all involved intersections are proper and reduced. It follows that F vw equals⋃
x∈WP , v≤x≤wX
v
x ×X
x
w.
(2) has been established in the case of F , at the beginning of the proof of Lemma
6. The general case is similar.
Next let λ be a dominant character of P . This yields T–linearized line bundles q∗2Lλ
on F and on F vw, together with “adjunction” maps H
0(G/P, Lλ) −→ H
0(F, q∗2Lλ) and
H0(Xvw, Lλ) −→ H
0(F vw, q
∗
2Lλ).
Proposition 3. 1. These maps are isomorphisms, and the restriction map
H0(F, q∗2Lλ) −→ H
0(F vw, q
∗
2Lλ)
is surjective.
2. The ascending filtration of OF yields an ascending filtration of the T–module
H0(F, q∗2Lλ), with associated graded⊕
x∈WP
H0(Xx, Lλ(−∂X
x)).
3. The image of this filtration under restriction to F vw has associated graded⊕
x∈WP , v≤x≤w
H0(Xxw, Lλ(−(∂X
x)w)).
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Hence this is the associated graded of an ascending filtration
H0(Xvw, Lλ)≤tx, v ≤ x ≤ w
of H0(Xvw, Lλ), compatible with the T–action and with restrictions to smaller
Richardson varieties.
4. The subspace
H0(Xvw, Lλ)≤tx ⊆ H
0(Xvw, Lλ)
consists of those sections that vanish identically on Xyw for all y >t x. Further,
the map
H0(Xvw, Lλ)≤tx −→ grxH
0(Xvw, Lλ) = H
0(Xxw, Lλ(−(∂X
x)w))
is just the restriction to Xxw.
Proof. (1) We have
H0(F, q∗2Lλ) = H
0(G/P, q2∗q
∗
2Lλ) = H
0(G/P, Lλ ⊗ q2∗OF )
by the projection formula. Further, the associated graded of the descending filtration
of OF is acyclic for q2∗; indeed, H
i(Xx,OXx(−∂Xx)) = 0 for all i ≥ 1 and all
x ∈ W P , by Proposition 1. Notice also that H0(Xx,OXx(−∂Xx)) = 0 for all x 6= 1,
since ∂Xx is a nonempty subscheme of the complete variety Xx. It follows that the
natural map OG/P −→ q2∗OF is an isomorphism. Hence the same holds for the map
H0(G/P, Lλ) −→ H
0(F, q∗2Lλ).
Likewise, the map H0(Xvw, Lλ) −→ H
0(F vw, q
∗
2Lλ) is an isomorphism as well. Since
the restriction map H0(G/P, Lλ) −→ H
0(Xvw, Lλ) is surjective by Proposition 1, the
same holds for H0(F, q∗2Lλ) −→ H
0(F vw, q
∗
2Lλ).
(2) By Lemma 7 again, the ascending filtration of OF yields one on q
∗
2Lλ, with
associated graded ⊕
x∈WP
OXx ⊗ Lλ|Xx(−∂X
x).
The latter is acyclic by Proposition 1. It follows that H0(F, q∗2Lλ) has an ascending
filtration with associated graded as claimed.
(3) is checked similarly.
(4) We have
H0(Xvw, Lλ)≤tx = H
0(F vw, q
∗
2Lλ)≤tx = H
0(F vw, q
∗
2Lλ ⊗ I∪y>txXvy×X
y
w
)
= H0(Xvw, Lλ ⊗ q2∗I∪y>txXvy×X
y
w
)
by the projection formula. Further, q2∗OF vw = OXvw as seen in the proof of (1). It
follows that
q2∗I∪y>txXvy×X
y
w
= I∪y>txX
y
w
.
This implies our statement.
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We now construct a similar filtration of the T–submodule
H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)) ⊆ H0(Xvw, Lλ).
For this, we define a sheaf on F vw by
q∗2Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v) = (q∗2Lλ)⊗OFvw Iq−12 ((∂λXw)v).
This is a subsheaf of q∗2Lλ; it may differ from the pullback sheaf of Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)
under q2. We also have an “adjunction” map
H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)) −→ H0(F vw, q
∗
2Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)).
In particular, we obtain a map
H0(Xw, Lλ(−∂λXw)) −→ H
0(Fw, q
∗
2Lλ(−∂λXw)).
Proposition 4. 1. These maps are isomorphisms, and the restriction map
H0(Fw, q
∗
2Lλ(−∂λXw)) −→ H
0(F vw, q
∗
2Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v))
is surjective.
2. The ascending filtration of OFw yields an ascending filtration of the T–module
H0(Fw, q
∗
2Lλ(−∂λXw)), with associated graded⊕
x∈WP , x≤w
H0(Xxw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
x − (∂Xx)w)).
3. The image of this filtration under restriction to F vw has associated graded⊕
x∈WP , v≤x≤w
H0(Xxw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
x − (∂Xx)w)).
Hence this is also the associated graded of an ascending filtration
H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v))≤tx, v ≤ x ≤ w
of H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)), compatible with the T–action and with restrictions
to smaller Richardson varieties.
4. The subspace
H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v))≤tx ⊆ H
0(Xvw, Lλ)
consists of those sections that vanish identically on (∂λXw)
v and on Xyw for all
y >t x. Further, the map
H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v))≤tx −→ grxH
0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)) =
= H0(Xxw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
x − (∂Xx)w))
is just the restriction to Xxw.
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 7 that the sheaf q∗2Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v) on F vw admits a
descending filtration with associated graded⊕
x∈WP ,v≤x≤w
OXvx (−(∂Xx)
v)⊗ Lλ|Xxw(−(∂λXw)
v),
and an ascending filtration with associated graded⊕
x∈WP ,v≤x≤w
OXvx ⊗ Lλ|Xxw(−(∂λXw)
v − (∂Xx)
v).
As in the proof of Proposition 3, the associated graded of the first filtration is acyclic
for q2∗; it follows that the adjunction map is an isomorphism. Further, the restriction
map
H0(Xw, Lλ(−∂λXw)) −→ H
0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v))
is surjective, by Corollary 1. Finally, the associated graded of the second filtration
is acyclic, by Proposition 2. These facts imply our statements, as in the proof of
Proposition 3.
Remarks.
1. By Proposition 3, the H0(G/P, Lλ)≤tx are B
−–submodules of H0(G/P, Lλ).
Likewise, the descending filtration ofOF yields a descending filtration ofH
0(G/P, Lλ)
by B–submodules H0(G/P, Lλ)≥tx, consisting of those sections that vanish on
Xy whenever y <t x.
2. We may have defined directly the preceding filtrations by Propositions 3 (4) and
4 (4), without using the degeneration of the diagonal constructed in Lemma 7.
In fact, this alternative definition suffices for the construction of a standard basis
in the next section. But the degeneration of the diagonal will play an essential
roˆle in the section on standard products.
4. Construction of a standard basis
In this section, we fix a dominant weight λ and we consider Richardson varieties
in G/P , where P = Pλ. We shall construct a basis of H
0(G/P, Lλ) adapted to the
filtrations of Propositions 3 and 4. We first prove the key
Lemma 8. Let v ≤ w ∈ W λ. Then any element of H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v− (∂Xv)w))
can be lifted to an element of H0(G/P, Lλ) that vanishes identically on all Schubert
varieties Xy, y 6≥ w, and on all opposite Schubert varieties X
x, x 6≤ v.
Proof. Put
X = Xvw and Y = (
⋃
y 6≥w
Xy) ∪ (
⋃
x 6≤v
Xx).
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Notice that
X ∩ Y = (∂Xw)
v ∪ (∂Xv)w
(as schemes), since any intersection of unions of Richardson varieties is reduced. This
yields an exact sequence
0 −→ IX∪Y −→ IY −→ IY ⊗OG/P OX ≃ OX(−X ∩ Y ) −→ 0.
Tensoring by Lλ and taking the associated long exact sequence of cohomology groups
yields an exact sequence
H0(G/P, Lλ ⊗ IY ) −→ H
0(X,Lλ(−X ∩ Y )) −→ H
1(X,Lλ ⊗ IX∪Y ).
Further, H1(X,Lλ ⊗ IX∪Y ) = 0 by Lemma 5; this completes the proof.
Definition 4. For any v ≤ w ∈ W λ, let
Hvw(λ) = H
0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v − (∂Xv)w))
and
χvw(λ) = {the weights of the T −−module H
v
w(λ)},
these weights being counted with multiplicity. Let
{pξw,v, ξ ∈ χ
v
w(λ)}
be a basis for Hvw(λ), where each p
ξ
w,v is a T–eigenvector of weight ξ.
For any triple (w, v, ξ) as above, let ppi be a lift of p
ξ
w,v in H
0(G/P, Lλ) such that:
ppi is a T–eigenvector of weight ξ, and
ppi vanishes identically on all Xy, y 6≥ w and on all X
x, x 6≤ v.
(The existence of such lifts follows from Lemma 8.) If v = w, then Xvw consists of the
point ew, and hence χ
v
w(λ) consists of the weight −w(λ). We then denote the unique
pξw,v by pw. Its lift to H
0(G/P, Lλ) is unique; it is the extremal weight vector pw.
Definition 5. Let π = (w, v, ξ) be as in Definition 4. We set i(π) = w, e(π) = v,
and call them respectively the initial and end elements of π.
By construction of the ppi and Lemma 1, we obtain:
Lemma 9. With notations as above, we have for x, y ∈ W λ:
ppi|Xxy 6= 0⇐⇒ X
e(pi)
i(pi) ⊆ X
x
y ⇐⇒ x ≤ e(π) ≤ i(π) ≤ y.
Proposition 5. The restrictions to Xwv of the ppi where i(π) = w, e(π) ≥ v form a
basis for the T–module H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v)), adapted to its ascending filtration ≤t
of Proposition 4.
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Proof. By construction, ppi vanishes identically on X
x for any x 6≤ e(π), and hence for
any x >t e(π). Thus, ppi ∈ H
0(G/P, Lλ)≤te(pi) by Proposition 3. Further, the image
of ppi in the associated graded is just its restriction to X
e(pi).
Together with Lemma 9, it follows that the restrictions of the ppi to X
v
w belong to
H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v))≤te(pi), and that their images in the associated graded H
e(pi)
w (λ)
are the restrictions of the ppi to X
e(pi)
w ; by construction, these images form a basis of
H
e(pi)
w (λ).
Now the T–module H0(Xvw, Lλ) has a descending filtration by the submodules
H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v))≥tx
consisting of those sections that vanish identically on Xvy whenever y <t x. And like
in Proposition 3, the associated graded is⊕
x∈WP ,v≤x≤w
H0(Xvx , Lλ(−(∂Xx)
v)).
Further, we may check as in the proof of Proposition 5 that
ppi|Xvw ∈ H
0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v))≥ti(pi)
whenever i(π) ≥ w, and the image of ppi in the associated graded is just its restriction
to Xvi(pi). Together with Proposition 5, this implies
Proposition 6. The restrictions to Xvw of the ppi where v ≤ e(π) ≤ i(π) ≤ w form
a basis of H0(Xvw, Lλ); the ppi where v 6≤ e(π) or i(π) 6≤ w form a basis of the kernel
of the restriction map H0(G/P, Lλ) −→ H
0(Xvw, Lλ).
In view of Proposition 6, the restriction to ppi to X
x
y , where x ≤ e(π) ≤ i(π) ≤ y,
will be denoted by just ppi.
Definition 6. Set
Π(λ) = {(v, w, ξ) | v, w ∈ W λ, v ≤ w, ξ ∈ χvw(λ)}.
For any v, w ∈ W λ, v ≤ w, set
Πvw(λ) := {π | v ≤ e(π) ≤ i(π) ≤ w}.
In view of Lemma 9, we have, Πvw(λ) = {π ∈ Π(λ) | ppi|Xvw 6= 0}.
More generally, for a union Z of Richardson varieties, define
ΠZ(λ) = {π ∈ Π(λ) | ppi|Z 6= 0}.
Theorem 1. Let Z be a union of Richardson varieties. Then {ppi|Z , π ∈ ΠZ(λ)} is
a basis for H0(Z, Lλ), and {ppi, π ∈ Π(λ) − ΠZ(λ)} is a basis for the kernel of the
restriction map H0(G/P, Lλ) −→ H
0(Z, Lλ).
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Proof. By definition of ΠZ(λ), it suffices to prove the first assertion. Let Z =
∪ri=1 X
vi
wi
. We shall prove the result by induction on r and dim Z. Write Z = X ∪ Y
where X = Xviwi for some i, and dimX = dimZ. Then X∩Y is a union of Richardson
varieties of dimension < dimZ. Consider the exact sequence
0→ OZ = OX∪Y → OX ⊕OY → OX∩Y → 0.(*)
Tensoring by Lλ, taking global sections and using the vanishing of H
1(Z, Lλ) (Lemma
5), we obtain the exact sequence
0 −→ H0(Z, Lλ) −→ H
0(X,Lλ)⊕H
0(Y, Lλ) −→ H
0(X ∩ Y, Lλ) −→ 0.
In particular, denoting dimH0(Z, Lλ) by h
0(Z, Lλ) etc., we obtain,
h0(Z, Lλ) = h
0(X,Lλ) + h
0(Y, Lλ)− h
0(X ∩ Y, Lλ).
We have by hypothesis (and induction hypothesis), h0(X,Lλ) = #ΠX(λ), h
0(Y, Lλ) =
#ΠY (λ), h
0(X ∩ Y, Lλ) = #ΠX∩Y (λ). Thus we obtain,
h0(Z, Lλ) = #ΠX(λ) + #ΠY (λ)−#ΠX∩Y (λ).(1)
On the other hand we have,
ΠZ(λ) = (ΠX(λ) ∪˙ΠY (λ)) \ ΠX∩Y (λ).(2)
From (1) and (2), we obtain, h0(Z, Lλ) = #ΠZ(λ). Further, the ppi|Z , π ∈ ΠZ(λ),
span H0(Z, Lλ) (since the ppi, π ∈ Π(λ), span H
0(G/P, Lλ), and the restriction map
H0(G/P, Lλ) → H
0(Z, Lλ) is surjective). Thus, the ppi|Z , π ∈ ΠZ(λ), are a basis of
H0(Z, Lλ).
5. Standard monomials
Let λ, µ be dominant weights such that Pλ = Pµ := P . Consider the product map
H0(G/P, Lλ)⊗H
0(G/P, Lµ) −→ H
0(G/P, Lλ+µ).
This map is surjective by [16] 2.2 and 3.5. Using Proposition 1, it follows that the
product map
H0(Xvw, Lλ)⊗H
0(Xvw, Lµ) −→ H
0(Xvw, Lλ+µ)
is also surjective, for any v ≤ w in W P . We shall construct a basis for H0(Xvw, Lλ+µ)
from the bases of H0(Xvw, Lλ), H
0(Xvw, Lµ) obtained in Theorem 1. For this, we need
the following
Definition 7. Let v, w ∈ W P , v ≤ w. Let ϕ ∈ Πvw(λ) and ψ ∈ Π
v
w(µ). The pair
(ϕ, ψ) is called standard on Xvw if
v ≤ e(ψ) ≤ i(ψ) ≤ e(ϕ) ≤ i(ϕ) ≤ w.
Then the product pϕpψ ∈ H
0(G/P, Lλ+µ) is called standard on X
v
w as well.
Clearly, we have
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Lemma 10. Let pϕpψ be a standard product on G/P and let v ≤ w ∈ W
P . Then
pϕpψ|Xvw 6= 0⇐⇒ v ≤ e(ψ) ≤ i(ϕ) ≤ w.
Proposition 7. The standard products on Xvw form a basis of H
0(Xvw, Lλ+µ). The
standard products on G/P that are not standard on Xvw form a basis of the kernel of
the restriction map H0(G/P, Lλ+µ) −→ H
0(Xvw, Lλ+µ).
Proof. Consider the T–linearized invertible sheaf q∗1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ on F
v
w. By Lemma 7,
the ascending filtration of OF vw yields one of that sheaf, with associated graded⊕
x∈WP ,v≤x≤w
Lµ|Xvx(−(∂Xx)
v)⊗ Lλ|Xxw .
By Proposition 1, the latter sheaf is acyclic. This yields an ascending filtration of
the T–module H0(F vw, q
∗
1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ), with associated graded⊕
x∈WP ,v≤x≤w
H0(Xvx , Lµ(−(∂Xx)
v))⊗H0(Xxw, Lλ);
it also follows that H i(F vw, q
∗
1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ) = 0 for all i ≥ 1.
By Proposition 3, we may identify H0(Xvw, Lλ) with H
0(F vw, q
∗
2Lλ); likewise, we
may identify H0(Xvw, Lµ) with H
0(F vw, q
∗
1Lµ). Using the multiplication map
H0(F vw, q
∗
1Lµ)⊗H
0(F vw, q
∗
2Lλ) −→ H
0(F vw, q
∗
1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ),
this defines “dot products” in H0(F vw, q
∗
1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ).
Let x ∈ W P such that v ≤ x ≤ w. Recall that the pψ, v ≤ e(ψ) ≤ i(ψ) = x, are a
basis of H0(Xvx , Lµ(−(∂Xx)
v)). Further, the pϕ, x ≤ e(ϕ) ≤ i(ϕ) ≤ w, are a basis of
H0(Xxw, Lλ). Thus, the dot products pψ · pϕ, where there exists x ∈ W
P such that
v ≤ e(ψ) ≤ i(ψ) = x and x ≤ e(ϕ) ≤ i(ϕ) ≤ w,
restrict to a basis of H0(Xvx , Lµ(−(∂Xx)
v)) ⊗ H0(Xxw, Lλ). By construction of the
filtration of H0(F vw, q
∗
1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ), it follows that the standard dot products are a
basis of that space.
Consider now the T–linearized invertible sheaf p∗1Lµ ⊗ p
∗
2Lλ on X
v
w. This sheaf is
flat on A1; by vanishing of H1(F vw, q
∗
1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ) and semicontinuity, it follows that
the restriction
H0(X vw, p
∗
1Lµ ⊗ p
∗
2Lλ) −→ H
0(F vw, q
∗
1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ)
is surjective, and that H0(X vw, p
∗
1Lµ⊗p
∗
2Lλ) is a free module over H
0(A1,OA1) = k[z],
generated by any lift of its quotient space H0(F vw, q
∗
1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ).
We now construct such a lift, as follows. Consider the adjunction maps
H0(Xvw, Lλ) −→ H
0(X vw, p
∗
2Lλ) and H
0(Xvw, Lµ) −→ H
0(X vw, p
∗
1Lµ).
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These yield dot products pψ · pϕ in H
0(X vw, p
∗
1Lµ⊗ p
∗
2Lλ) which lift the corresponding
products in H0(F vw, q
∗
1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ). Since the latter standard products are a basis of
that space, the standard dot products pψ · pϕ are a basis of H
0(X vw, p
∗
1Lµ⊗p
∗
2Lλ) over
k[z]. Therefore, they restrict to a basis of the space of sections of p∗1Lµ ⊗ p
∗
2Lλ over
any fiber of π. But the fiber at 1 is diag(Xvw), and the restriction of p
∗
1Lµ ⊗ p
∗
2Lλ
to that fiber is just Lλ+µ whereas the restrictions of the dot products are just the
usual products. We have proved that the standard products on Xvw form a basis of
H0(Xvw, Lλ+µ).
To complete the proof, notice that any standard product on G/P that is not
standard on Xvw vanishes identically on that subvariety, by Lemma 10.
Remark. The proof of Proposition 7 relies on the fact that the special fiber F vw of
the flat family π : X vw → A
1 equals
⋃
x∈WP ,v≤x≤wX
v
x ×X
x
w. Conversely, this fact can
be recovered from Proposition 7, as follows.
We have the equalities of Euler characteristics:
χ(F, q∗1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ) = χ(G/P, Lλ+µ) =
∑
x∈WP
χ(Xx, Lµ(−∂Xx)) χ(X
x, Lλ),
where the first equality holds by flatness of π, and the second one by Propositions 5,
6 and 7. It follows that
χ(F, q∗1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ) = χ(
⋃
x∈WP
Xx ×X
x, q∗1Lµ ⊗ q
∗
2Lλ).
Since F contains
⋃
x∈WP Xx × X
x by the first claim in the proof of Lemma 7, and
λ, µ are arbitrary dominant P–regular weights, it follows that F =
⋃
x∈WP Xx ×X
x
(e.g., since both have the same Hilbert polynomial). Now the argument of Lemma 7
yields F vw =
⋃
x∈WP ,v≤x≤wX
v
x ×X
x
w.
We now extend Proposition 7 to unions of Richardson varieties.
Definition 8. Let Π(λ, µ) be the set of all standard pairs (ϕ, ψ) where ϕ ∈ Π(λ) and
ψ ∈ Π(µ). For v ≤ w ∈ W P , let Πvw(λ, µ) be the subset of standard pairs on X
v
w. In
view of Lemma 10, we have
Πvw(λ, µ) = {(ϕ, ψ) ∈ Π(λ, µ) | pϕpψ|Xvw 6= 0}.
Finally, for a union Z of Richardson varieties, let
ΠZ(λ, µ) = {(ϕ, ψ) ∈ Π(λ, µ) | pϕpψ|Z 6= 0}.
Now arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain
Theorem 2. Let Z be a union of Richardson varieties in G/P . Then the products
pϕpψ, where (ϕ, ψ) ∈ ΠZ(λ, µ), form a basis of H
0(Z, Lλ+µ). The products pϕpψ,
where (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Π(λ, µ)− ΠZ(λ, µ), form a basis of the kernel of the restriction map
H0(G/P, Lλ+µ) −→ H
0(Z, Lλ+µ).
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Corollary 2. For any ϕ ∈ Π(λ) and ψ ∈ Π(µ), the product pϕpψ ∈ H
0(G/P, Lλ+µ) is
a linear combination of standard products pϕ′pψ′ where i(ϕ
′) ≥ i(ϕ) and e(ψ′) ≤ e(ψ).
Proof. Notice that pϕpψ vanishes identically on all Xy where y 6≥ i(ϕ), and on all
Xx where x 6≤ e(ψ). By Theorem 2, it follows that pϕpψ is a linear combination
of standard products pϕ′pψ′ , where i(ϕ)
′ 6≤ y whenever y 6≥ i(ϕ), and e(ψ)′ 6≥ x
whenever x 6≤ e(ψ). But this means exactly that i(ϕ′) ≥ i(ϕ) and e(ψ′) ≤ e(ψ).
Next we consider a family of dominant weights λ1, . . . , λm such that P = Pλ1 =
· · · = Pλm . For any union Z of Richardson varieties in G/P , we shall construct a
basis of H0(Z, Lλ1+···+λm), in terms of standard monomials of degree m. These are
defined as follows.
Definition 9. Let πi ∈ Π(λi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then the sequence π := (π1, π2, . . . , πm)
is standard if
e(πm) ≤ i(πm) ≤ · · · ≤ e(π1) ≤ i(π1).
Further, let v, w ∈ W P such that v ≤ w; then π is standard on Xvw if
v ≤ e(πm) ≤ i(πm) ≤ · · · ≤ e(π1) ≤ i(π1) ≤ w.
Finally, π is standard on Z = ∪Xviwi if it is standard on X
vi
wi
for some i.
Set
Πvw(λ1, . . . , λm) = {π = (π1, π2, . . . , πm) | π is standard on X
v
w},
ΠZ(λ1, . . . , λm) = {π = (π1, π2, . . . , πm) | π is standard on Z}.
Definition 10. Given π = (π1, π2, . . . , πm), set ppi := ppi1 · · ·ppim.
Note that ppi ∈ H
0(G/P, Lλ1+···+λm). If π is standard, then we call ppi a standard
monomial on G/P . If π is standard on Xvw (resp. Z) , then we call ppi a standard
monomial on Xvw (resp. Z).
By Theorem 2 and induction on m, we obtain
Corollary 3. Let Z be a union of Richardson varieties in G/P and let λ1, . . . , λm
be dominant weights such that P = Pλ1 = · · · = Pλm. Then the monomials ppi
where π ∈ ΠZ(λ1, . . . , λm) form a basis of H
0(Z, Lλ1+···+λm). Further, the monomials
ppi where π ∈ Π(λ1, . . . , λm) − ΠZ(λ1, . . . , λm), form a basis of the kernel of the
restriction map H0(G/P, Lλ1+···+λm) −→ H
0(Z, Lλ1+···+λm).
As an application, we determine the equations of unions of Richardson varieties in
their projective embeddings given by very ample line bundles on G/P . Let λ be a
dominant P–regular weight. For any π1, π2 ∈ Π(λ), we have in H
0(G/P, L2λ):
ppi1ppi2 −
∑
api′1,pi′2ppi′1ppi′2 = 0,
where api′1,pi′2 ∈ k and the sum is over those standard pairs (π
′
1, π
′
2) ∈ Π(λ, λ) such
that i(π′1) ≥ i(π1) and e(π
′
2) ≤ e(π2) (as follows from Corollary 2).
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Definition 11. The preceding elements ppi1ppi2 −
∑
api′1,pi′2 ppi′1 ppi′2 when regarded in
S2H0(G/P, Lλ), will be called the quadratic straightening relations.
Corollary 4. Let λ be a regular dominant character of P .
1. The multiplication map
∞⊕
m=0
SmH0(G/P, Lλ) −→
∞⊕
m=0
H0(G/P, Lmλ)
is surjective, and its kernel is generated as an ideal by the quadratic straightening
relations.
2. For any union Z of Richardson varieties in G/P , the restriction map
∞⊕
m=0
H0(G/P, Lmλ) −→
∞⊕
m=0
H0(Z, Lmλ)
is surjective. Its kernel is generated as an ideal by the ppi, π ∈ Π(λ)−ΠZ(λ) to-
gether with the standard products ppi1ppi2 where i(π1) 6≤ w or e(π2) 6≥ v whenever
Xvw is an irreducible component of Z. If in addition Z is a union of Richardson
varieties Xvw all having the same w, then the ppi, π ∈ Π(λ)− ΠZ(λ) suffice.
Proof. (1) By [16] Theorem 3.11, the multiplication map is surjective, and its kernel is
generated as an ideal by the kernel K of the map S2H0(G/P, Lλ) −→ H
0(G/P, L2λ).
Let J be the subspace of S2H0(G/P, Lλ) generated by all quadratic straightening
relations. Then J ⊆ K, and the quotient space S2H0(G/P, Lλ)/J is spanned by
the images of the standard products. Further, their images in S2H0(G/P, Lλ)/K ≃
H0(G/P, L2λ) form a basis, by Proposition 7. It follows that J = K.
(2) The first assertion follows from Lemma 5. Consider a standard monomial
ppi = ppi1 · · · ppim ∈ H
0(G/P, Lmλ). By Corollary 3, ppi vanishes identically on Z if and
only if: i(π1) 6≤ w or e(πm) 6≥ v for all irreducible components X
v
w. This amounts to:
ppi1ppim vanishes identically on Z. If in addition w is independent of the component,
then ppi1 or ppim vanishes identically on Z; further, ppi1ppim is a standard product on
G/P . This implies the remaining assertions, since the kernel of H0(G/P, Lmλ) −→
H0(Z, Lmλ) is spanned by those standard monomials on G/P that are not standard
on Z (Corollary 3).
Remark. In particular, the ppi, where π ∈ Π(λ)−ΠZ(λ), generate the homogeneous
ideal of Z in G/P , whenever Z is a union of Schubert varieties (or a union of opposite
Schubert varieties). But this does not extend to arbitrary unions of Richardson
varieties, as shown by the obvious example where G/P = P1, Z = {0,∞} and
Lλ = O(1); then Π(λ) = ΠZ(λ).
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6. Weights of classical type
In this section, we shall determine the “building blocks”
Hvw(λ) = H
0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v − (∂Xv)w))
in the case where the dominant weight λ is of classical type (as introduced in [9], cf.
the next definition). Along the way, we shall retrieve the results of loc. cit., using our
basis {ppi}. In particular, we shall give a geometric characterization of “admissible
pairs” of loc. cit. (cf. Definition 16 below).
Definition 12. Let λ be a dominant weight. We say, λ is of classical type if 〈λ, β∨〉 ≤
2, for all β ∈ R+.
Remarks.
1. Any dominant weight of classical type is either fundamental, or a sum of two
minuscule fundamental weights.
2. G is classical if and only if all fundamental weights of G are of classical type.
For the rest of this section, we fix a dominant weight λ of classical type.
Proposition 8. Let v, w ∈ W λ, v ≤ w. Then the T–module Hvw(λ) is at most one–
dimensional; further, if non–zero, then it has the weight −1
2
(w(λ) + v(λ)).
As a consequence, the weights of the T–module H0(Xw, Lλ(−∂Xw)) are among
the −1
2
(w(λ) + x(λ)) where x ≤ w, and the corresponding weight spaces are one–
dimensional.
Proof. Let p ∈ Hvw(λ). Then p
2 belongs to H0(Xvw, L2λ), and vanishes of order ≥ 2
along each component of the whole boundary (∂Xw)
v ∪ (∂Xv)w. On the other hand,
the product pwpv also belongs to H
0(Xvw, L2λ) and satisfies by Chevalley’s formula:
div(pwpv) =
∑
β
〈λ, β∨〉Xvwsβ +
∑
γ
〈λ, γ∨〉Xvsγw ,
where Xwsβ (resp. X
vsγ ) runs over all the components Xx (resp. X
y) of ∂Xw (resp.
∂Xv) such that x ≥ v (resp. y ≤ w). Hence, pwpv vanishes of order at most 2 along
each component of (∂Xw)
v ∪ (∂Xv)w (since λ is of classical type), and nowhere else.
Thus, p
2
pwpv
(a rational function on Xvw) has no poles. It follows that p
2 = cpwpv, c ∈ k,
and hence that p is unique up to scalars; further, p is either zero or has weight 1
2
(weight
pw+weight pv) = −
1
2
(w(λ) + v(λ)).
As a corollary to the proof of the above Proposition, we have
Lemma 11. Let v, w ∈ W λ, v ≤ w. Further, let Hvw(λ) be non–zero. Then for each
divisor Xwsβ (resp. X
vsγ ) of Xw (resp. X
v) such that wsβ ≥ v (resp. vsγ ≤ w), β
(resp. γ) being in R+, we have, 〈λ, β∨〉 (resp. 〈λ, γ∨〉) = 2.
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We shall denote by pw,v the unique p
ξ
w,v, if non–zero (then pw,w = pw). By Proposi-
tion 8, pw,v lifts to a unique T–eigenvector in H
0(Xw, Lλ(−∂Xw)); we still denote that
lift by pw,v. The non–zero pw,v, where v ≤ w, form a basis of H
0(Xw, Lλ(−∂Xw)).
Notice that
p2w,v
pw
is a rational section of Lλ on Xw, eigenvector of T with weight
−v(λ), and without poles by the argument of Proposition 8. This implies
Lemma 12. With notations as above, we have p2w,v = pwpv on Xw, up to a non–zero
scalar.
We now aim at characterizing those pairs (v, w) such that pw,v 6= 0. For this, we
recall some definitions and Lemmas from [9].
Definition 13. Let Xv be a Schubert divisor in Xw; further, let v = sαw where
α ∈ R+. If α is simple, then we say, Xv is a moving divisor in Xw, moved by α.
Lemma 13. ([9] Lemma 1.5.) Let Xv be a moving divisor in Xw, moved by α. Let
Xu be any Schubert subvariety of Xw. Then either, Xu ⊆ Xv or Xsαu ⊆ Xv.
Definition 14. Let v, w ∈ W λ, v ≤ w, ℓ(v) = ℓ(w)− 1; further let v = wsβ = sγw,
for some positive roots β, γ. We denote the positive integer 〈λ, β∨〉(= 〈v(λ), γ∨〉 =
−〈w(λ), γ∨〉) by mλ(v, w), and refer to it as the Chevalley multiplicity of Xv in Xw
(see [3]).
Lemma 14. ([9] Lemma 2.5.) Let v, w ∈ W λ such that Xv is a moving divisor in
Xw, moved by α. Let Xu be another Schubert divisor in Xw. Then Xsαu is a divisor
in Xv, and mλ(sαu, v) = mλ(u, w).
Definition 15. Let v, w ∈ W λ such that Xv is a divisor in Xw. If mλ(v, w) = 2,
then we shall refer to Xv as a double divisor in Xw.
By Lemma 11, if pw,v 6= 0, then all Schubert divisors in Xw that meet X
v are
double divisors.
Lemma 15. ([9] Lemma 2.6.) Let u, w ∈ W λ such that Xu is a double divisor in
Xw. Then Xu is a moving divisor in Xw.
A geometric characterization of Admissible pairs: Recall (cf.[9]):
Definition 16. A pair (v, w) in W λ is called admissible if either v = w (in which
case, it is called a trivial admissible pair), or there exists a sequence w = w1 > w2 >
· · · > wr = v, such that Xwi+1 is a double divisor in Xwi, i.e., mλ(wi+1, wi) = 2. We
shall refer to such a chain as a double chain.
We shall give a geometric characterization of admissible pairs (cf. Proposition 9
below). First we prove some preparatory Lemmas.
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Lemma 16. Let pw,v 6= 0, then
1. For any double divisor Xsαw in Xw meeting X
v, we have
psαw,v = e−αpw,v and e
2
−αpw,v = 0,
where e−α is a generator of the Lie algebra of U−α. Further, psαw,v 6= 0.
2. Likewise, for any double divisor Xsαv in Xv meeting Xw, we have
pw,sαv = eαpw,v and e
2
αpw,v = 0,
where eα is a generator of the Lie algebra of Uα. Further, pw,sαv 6= 0.
3. The pair (v, w) is admissible.
Proof. (1) Consider the T–module H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂X
v)w)). By Proposition 8, it has
a basis {px,v| v ≤ x ≤ w} with corresponding weights −
1
2
(x(λ) + v(λ)). Notice that
Xw is invariant under U−α (since sαw < w); hence X
v
w and (∂X
v)w are also U−α–
invariant. Thus, U−α acts on H
0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂X
v)w)), compatibly with the T–action.
The U−α–submodule M generated by pw,v is T–invariant, with weights of the form
−1
2
(w(λ)+v(λ))−mα for some non–negative integers m. But if x(λ) = w(λ)+2mα,
then either x = w and m = 0, or x = sαw and m = 1 (by Lemma 11). Hence M is
either spanned by pw,v, or by pw,v and psαw,v. Further, e
2
−αpw,v = 0.
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that U−α does not fix pw,v. Otherwise,
the zero locus of pw,v in X
v
w is U−α–invariant, and hence so is (∂Xw)
v. Thus,
U−αesαw ⊆ (∂Xw)
v.
But ew ∈ U−αesαw (since sαw < w) and ew /∈ (∂Xw)
v, a contradiction.
(2) is checked similarly. And (3) follows from (1) together with Lemma 11, by
induction on ℓ(w).
Lemma 17. Let (v, w) be an admissible pair, then pw,v 6= 0.
Proof. We argue by induction on ℓ(w). We may chose a simple root α such that
w > sαw ≥ v and that Xwsα is a double divisor in Xw. Then 〈w(λ), αˇ〉 = −2, and
also psαw,v 6= 0 by the induction hypothesis. The weight of this vector is
−
1
2
(sαw(λ) + v(λ)) = −
1
2
(w(λ) + v(λ))− α.
The scalar product of this weight with αˇ being integral, 〈v(λ), αˇ〉 is an even integer.
Since λ is of classical type, it follows that
〈v(λ), αˇ〉 ∈ {2, 0,−2}.
We now distinguish the following three cases:
Case 1: (v(λ), α∨) = 2. Then w ≥ sαw, sαv > v. As a first step, we find a relation
between H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v)) and H0(Xvsαw, Lλ(−(∂Xsαw)
v)).
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Let Gα be the subgroup of G generated by Uα, U−α and T ; let Bα = Gα ∩ B.
Then the derived subgroup of Gα is isomorphic to SL(2) or to PSL(2), and Gα/Bα
is isomorphic to the projective line P1. For a Bα–module M , we shall denote the
associated Gα–linearized locally free sheaf on Gα/Bα by M .
Notice that Xw, X
v and hence Xvw are invariant under Gα, and (∂Xw)
v is invariant
under Bα; we have
(∂Xw)
v = Xvsαw ∪Gα(∂Xsαw)
v.
Consider the fiber product Gα ×
Bα Xvsαw with projection
p : Gα ×
Bα Xvsαw −→ Gα/Bα ≃ P
1
and “multiplication” map
ψ : Gα ×
Bα Xvsαw −→ X
v
w.
Then ψ is birational (since it is an isomorphism at ew). Further, we have
(∂Xw)
v = ψ(Xvsαw ∪Gα ×
Bα (∂Xsαw)
v)
where Xvsαw is the fiber of p at Bα/Bα. By the projection formula, it follows that
Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v) = ψ∗ψ
∗Lλ(−X
v
sαw −Gα ×
Bα (∂Xsαw)
v).
This yields an isomorphism
H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v)) ∼= H0(Gα/Bα, p∗ψ
∗Lλ(−X
v
sαw −Gα ×
Bα (∂Xsαw)
v)).
Further, we may identify the Gα–linearized sheaf p∗ψ
∗Lλ(−Gα ×
Bα (∂Xsαw)
v)) on
Gα/Bα, to the sheaf H
0(Xvsαw, Lλ(−(∂Xsαw)
v)). Therefore, we obtain an exact se-
quence of Bα–modules
0 −→ H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v)) −→ H0(Gα/Bα, H
0(Xvsαw, Lλ(−(∂Xsαw)
v))
−→ H0(Xvsαw, Lλ(−(∂Xsαw)
v)) −→ 0,
where the map on the right is the “evaluation” map (its surjectivity follows e.g. from
Corollary 1.)
Next we analyse the Bα–module H
0(Xvsαw, Lλ(−(∂Xsαw)
v)). By Proposition 8,
its weights have multiplicity one; they are among the −1
2
(sαw(λ) + x(λ)), where
v ≤ x ≤ sαw, and the weight −
1
2
(w(λ) + v(λ)) − α occurs, since psαw,v 6= 0; its
α–weight (the scalar product with αˇ) is −2.
If sαv  sαw, then the span M of psαw,v is invariant under Bα. Thus, the
T–module H0(Gα/Bα,M) has weights −
1
2
(w(λ) + v(λ)) + (m − 1)α, m = 0, 1, 2,
each of them having multiplicitly one. Further, the kernel of the evaluation map
H0(Gα/Bα,M) −→ M contains an element of weight −
1
2
(w(λ)+ v(λ)). By the exact
sequence above, this weight occurs in H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v)); using Proposition 8
again, it follows that pw,v 6= 0.
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On the other hand, if sαv ≤ sαw, then Lemma 16 (2) applied to (sαw, v) yields
psαw,sαv = eαpsαw,v 6= 0.
Hence the span M of psαw,v and psαw,sαv is a non–trivial Bα-module with α-weights
−2 and 0 (note that eαpsαw,sαv = 0 by weight considerations). Thus, we have an
isomorphism of Bα–modules
M ∼= M1 ⊗M2,
whereM1 is a one–dimensional Bα–module with α–weight −1, andM2 is the standard
two–dimensional Gα–module. It follows that the weights of the T–module
H0(Gα/Bα,M) ∼= H
0(Gα/Bα,M1)⊗M2
are exactly −1
2
(w(λ) + v(λ)) − α, −1
2
(w(λ) + v(λ)) + α (both of multiplicity one)
and −1
2
(w(λ) + v(λ)) (of multiplicity two). Thus, the kernel of the evaluation map
H0(Gα/Bα,M) −→ M contains an element of weight −
1
2
(w(λ) + v(λ)), and we
conclude as above.
Case 2: 〈v(λ), αˇ〉 = 0. Then w > sαw ≥ v = sαv, so that Xw, X
v and Xvw are again
invariant under Gα, whereas (∂Xw)
v is Bα–invariant. Arguing as in Case 1, we obtain
the same relation between H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v)) andH0(Xvsαw, Lλ(−(∂Xsαw)
v)); but
now the latter Bα–module contains the span M of psαw,v, as a Bα-submodule of α–
weight −1. As in Case 1, it follows that pw,v 6= 0.
Case 3: 〈v(λ), αˇ〉 = −2. Then w > sαw ≥ v > sαv, and X
v is a double divisor in
Xsαv. Therefore, the pair (sαv, sαw) is admissible. By the induction hypothesis, we
have, psαv,sαw 6= 0. Then Case 1 applies to the pair (sαv, w) and yields pw,sαv 6= 0.
Further, Xv is a double divisor in Xsαv. Hence by Lemma 16 (2) applied to (w, sαv),
we obtain pw,v 6= 0.
Now combining Lemmas 11, 16 and 17, we obtain
Proposition 9. Let v, w ∈ W λ, v ≤ w. Then the pair (v, w) is admissible if and
only if pw,v is non–zero. In this case, every chain from v to w is a double chain.
7. Standard monomials for sums of weights of classical type
In this section, we obtain a standard monomial basis for H0(Xvw, Lλ1+···+λm), where
Xvw is a Richardson variety in G/P , and λ1, . . . , λm are dominant characters of clas-
sical type of P (in the sense of Definition 12).
We begin with the case where m = 1; we shall need a definition, and a result of
Deodhar ([9] Lemmas 4.4 and 4.4’) on the Bruhat ordering.
Definition 17. Let w ∈ W P and let λ be a dominant character of P . We say that
x ∈ W P is λ–maximal in w (resp. λ–minimal on w) if xy ≤ x for any y ∈ Wλ such
that xy ∈ W P and xy ≤ w (resp. if xy ≥ x for any y ∈ Wλ such that xy ∈ W
P and
xy ≥ w).
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Lemma 18. Let w ∈ W and x ∈ W λ such that x ≤ w(λ) (resp. x ≥ v(λ)). Then
the set {y ∈ Wλ | xy ≤ w} (resp. {y ∈ Wλ | w ≤ xy} admits a unique maximal
(resp. minimal) element.
We shall also need the following consequences of this result.
Lemma 19. 1. Let w ∈ W P and x ∈ W λ such that x ≤ w(λ) (resp. x ≥ w(λ)).
Then x ∈ W/Wλ admits a unique lift x˜ ∈ W
P such that x˜ is λ–maximal in w
(resp. λ–minimal on w).
2. Let v ≤ w ∈ W P , then v is λ–maximal in w (resp. w is λ–minimal in v) if and
only if (∂λX
v)w = (∂X
v)w (resp. (∂λXw)
v = (∂Xw)
v).
Proof. (1) Let x ≤ w(λ). By Lemma 18, the set {y ∈ Wλ | xy ≤ w} admits a unique
maximal element that we still denote by y. Let x˜ be the representative in W P of
xy ∈ W , then x˜(λ) = xy(λ) = x(λ). Further, if we have x˜z ≤ w for some z ∈ Wλ
such that x˜z ∈ W P , then we can write x˜z = xu where u ∈ Wλ. Since xu ≤ w, we
have u ≤ y and hence xu ≤ xy (since x ∈ W λ and u, y ∈ Wλ). But xu = x˜z ∈ W
P ,
so that x˜z ≤ x˜. This proves the assertion concerning λ–maximal elements, and hence
the dual assertion concerning λ–minimal elements.
(2) If (∂λX
v)w 6= (∂X
v)w, then there exists y ∈ Wλ such that v < vy ≤ w and
ℓ(vy) = ℓ(v) + 1. Thus, v is not λ–maximal in w.
Conversely, if v is not λ–maximal in w, then v < v˜ ≤ w where v˜ ∈ vWλ is
λ–maximal in w. Hence there exists y ∈ Wλ such that v < vy ≤ v˜ ≤ w and
ℓ(vy) = ℓ(v) + 1. Now Xvyw is contained in (∂X
v)w but not in (∂λX
v)w.
Now we consider the T–module H0(Xvw, Lλ), where v ≤ w ∈ W
P and λ is a
dominant character of P , not necessarily P–regular. Notice that the diagram
H0(Xw(λ), Lλ) −−−→ H
0(X
v(λ)
w(λ), Lλ)y y
H0(Xw, Lλ) −−−→ H
0(Xvw, Lλ)
is commutative, where the horizontal (resp. vertical) maps are restrictions (resp. pull–
backs). Further, both restrictions are surjective by Proposition 1; and the pull–back
on the left is an isomorphism, since the natural map f : Xw → Xw(λ) satisfies
f∗OXw = OXw(λ) . Thus, we may regard the T–module H
0(Xvw, Lλ) as a quotient of
H0(X
v(λ)
w(λ), Lλ).
Likewise, by using the commutative diagram
H0(Xw(λ), Lλ(−∂Xw(λ))) −−−→ H
0(X
v(λ)
w(λ), Lλ(−(∂Xw(λ))
v(λ)))y y
H0(Xw, Lλ(−∂λXw)) −−−→ H
0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v))
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and Corollary 1, we may regard the T–module H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)) as a quo-
tient of H0(X
v(λ)
w(λ), Lλ(−(∂Xw(λ))
v(λ))). The latter has been described in Section 6, in
the case that λ is of classical type: it has a basis consisting of the pw(λ),x(λ) where
x(λ) ∈ W λ, v(λ) ≤ x(λ) ≤ w(λ) and the pair (x(λ), w(λ)) is admissible. From that
description we shall deduce
Proposition 10. Let v ≤ w ∈ W P and let λ be a dominant character of classical
type of P .
1. The space H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v − (∂Xv)w)) is spanned by pw(λ),v(λ), if v is λ–
maximal in w; otherwise, this space is zero.
2. The pw(λ),x(λ) where x ∈ W
P and v ≤ x ≤ w, form a basis of the space
H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)).
3. The pw(λ),x(λ) where x ∈ W
P is λ–minimal on v, and w is λ–minimal on x, form
a basis of H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v)).
4. The py(λ),x(λ) where x, y ∈ W
P and v ≤ x ≤ y ≤ w, form a basis of H0(Xvw, Lλ).
Proof. (1) Assume thatH0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v−(∂Xv)w)) contains a non–zero element
p. Then, by the argument of Proposition 8, p
2
pw(λ)pv(λ)
is a rational function on Xvw,
without poles; further, it vanishes identically on (∂Xv)w − (∂λX
v)w, since the zero
locus of pv(λ) is (∂λX
v)w. It follows that p
2 is a constant multiple of pw(λ)pv(λ), and
that (∂Xv)w = (∂λX
v)w. Hence p is a constant multiple of pw(λ),v(λ), and v is λ–
maximal in w (by Lemma 19).
Conversely, let v be λ–maximal in w; then (∂λX
v)w = (∂X
v)w. Thus, pw(λ),v(λ)
vanishes identically on (∂λXw)
v ∪ (∂Xv)w. Further, pw(λ),v(λ) 6= 0 on X
v
w, since
p2w(λ),v(λ) = pw(λ)pv(λ) on Xw (by Lemma 12).
(2) By Proposition 8, the space H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)) is spanned by the images
of the pw(λ),x(λ) where v(λ) ≤ x(λ) ≤ w(λ). Further, p
2
w(λ),x(λ) = pw(λ)px(λ) on Xw.
Using Lemma 2, we see that pw(λ),x(λ) is non–zero on X
v
w if and only if x(λ) has a
representative x ∈ W P such that v ≤ x ≤ w.
(3) H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v)) is a T–stable subspace of H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂λXw)
v)); thus,
it is spanned by certain pw(λ),x(λ) where v ≤ x ≤ w. By Lemma 12, the zero locus
(pw(λ),x(λ) = 0) in X
v
w equals (px(λ) = 0) ∪ (∂λXw)
v. Hence pw(λ),x(λ) belongs to
H0(Xvw, Lλ(−(∂Xw)
v)) if and only if px(λ) vanishes identically on (∂Xw)
v − (∂λXw)
v.
By Lemma 2, this amounts to: x(λ) admits no lift x′ such that v ≤ x′ ≤ wy for some
y ∈ Wλ, wy < y, ℓ(wy) = ℓ(w)− 1. Let x˜ be the lift of x(λ) that is λ–minimal on v,
then the preceding condition means that w is λ–minimal on x˜.
(4) By Proposition 3, we obtain a basis of the space H0(Xvw, Lλ) by choosing a basis
of H0(Xxw, Lλ(−(∂X
x)w)) for each x ∈ W
P such that v ≤ x ≤ w, and lifting this basis
to H0(Xvw, Lλ) under the (surjective) restriction map H
0(Xvw, Lλ) → H
0(Xxw, Lλ).
Together with (3), it follows that a basis ofH0(Xvw, Lλ) consists of the py(λ),x(λ), where
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y is λ–maximal in w, x is λ–maximal in y, and v ≤ x. But given any x′, y′ ∈ W P
such that v ≤ x′ ≤ y′ ≤ w, we have v ≤ x ≤ y ≤ w and py′(λ),x′(λ) = py(λ),x(λ), where
x (resp. y) is the representative of x(λ) that is λ–maximal in w (resp. x).
Definition 18. Let λ1, . . . , λm be dominant characters of classical type of P . Let
πi = (wi, vi) where vi ≤ wi ∈ W
λi for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then the sequence π = (π1, . . . , πm)
is standard if there exist lifts w˜i, v˜i in W
P for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, such that
v˜m ≤ w˜m ≤ · · · ≤ v˜1 ≤ w˜1.
The monomial
ppi = pw1(λ1),v1(λ1) · · · pwm(λm),vm(λm) ∈ H
0(G/P, Lλ1+···+λm)
is called standard as well.
Further, let v, w ∈ W P such that v ≤ w; then π is standard on Xvw if there exist
lifts as above, such that
v ≤ v˜m ≤ w˜m ≤ · · · ≤ v˜1 ≤ w˜1 ≤ w.
The restriction of ppi to X
v
w is called a standard monomial on X
v
w; it is a T–eigenvector
in H0(Xvw, Lλ1+···+λm).
Notice that there is no loss of generality in assuming that v˜m is λm–minimal on v,
and that w˜m is λm–minimal on v˜m.
Now the argument of Proposition 7, together with Proposition 10 and induction
on m, yields the following partial generalization of Corollary 3.
Theorem 3. Let v ≤ w ∈ W P and let λ1, . . . , λm be dominant characters of P . If
λ1, . . . , λm are of classical type, then the standard monomials on X
v
w form a basis for
H0(Xvw, Lλ1+···+λm).
Remarks.
1. In particular, Theorem 3 applies to P = B if all fundamental weights are of
classical type, that is, if G is classical. Thereby, we retrieve all results of [9].
2. The second assertion of Corollary 3 does not generalize to this setting, that is,
there are examples of standard monomials on G/P which are not standard on
Xvw, but which restrict non–trivially to that subvariety.
Specifically, let G = SL(3) with simple reflections s1, s2 and fundamental
weights ω1, ω2. Then one may check that the monomial
ps1(ω1)ps2(ω2) ∈ H
0(G/B,Lω1+ω2)
is standard on G/B and restricts non–trivially to Xs2s1, but is not standard
there.
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